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01 WOOD: COTTONWOOD

Colour: Cottonwood can vary in colour, between light cream to a pale-yellow brown. You can also identify
it by subtle streaks of grey and green. Note that colour may become darker depending on light exposure.
Grain: This wood usually has a straight and uniform grain.
Texture: Cottonwood features tiny pores scattered throughout and distinct growth rings.
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02 WOOD: CAMPHOR
Suitable for outdoor use
Colour: Camphor’s Colour can be highly variable depending on growing conditions; generally a light brown,
frequently with shades of gray, red, or olive green. Occasionally contains darker streaks. Paler sapwood isn’t
always clearly differentiated from the heartwood. Burls are also commonly seen, and are considered highly
decorative
Grain: Grain can be straight, interlocked, and/or wavy.
Texture: Uniform medium texture with a high natural lustre and a slightly greasy feel.
Odour and Rot Resistance: Camphor has a very characteristic odour, for which the tree is named. The
most recognizable product that contains the extracts of camphor are medicated chest rubs, which have
the same distinct scent. It are these natural extractives which give the wood good rot and insect resistance
properties.
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03 WOOD: RIVER RED GUM
Suitable for outdoor use
Colour: This Australian-born wood has a dark brown colour with rich red undertones shining through.
Grain: This wood has a unique grain which is interlocked to form a wavy pattern – one that can be described
as a ‘fiddleback’ pattern.
Texture: River red gum is characterised by a fine and even texture.
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04 WOOD: BLACKWOOD
Suitable for outdoor use
Colour: Despite its name, there is hardly any black featured in any solid wood furniture made from this
wood. Depending on the season and the conditions the tree has grown in, Blackwood colours can vary from
a pale golden brown to richer shades of brown.
Grain: Blackwood features very pronounced grains which can either be straight or slightly wavy.
Texture: This wood exhibits a fine, smooth texture with a gentle sheen.
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05 WOOD: PLANTATION TEAK
Suitable for outdoor use
Colour: This wood is characterised by its sunny yellow undertone, with a blend of medium brown, the colour
typically darkens as the tree ages.
Grain: Plantation Teak’s grain can vary from straight to wavy.
Texture: A coarse, uneven texture with minimal luster can describe this solid wood.

06 C O L O U R A T I O N T E C H N I Q U E S
Our Metal Wash, unique to Homewood, is used as a colouration / chemical reaction
method to darken/ tan your preferred wood.
It is a natural tanning/ aging process using natural household edible chemicals that
we ourselves have formulated. It reacts with the tannins in wood and as a result,
oxidizes and darkens.

07 W O O D F I N I S H E S
At Homewood, we embrace all the “flaws” of the tree, not only the goodlooking parts. This gives our wood unique grains and textures that speak to
nature herself.
Our selected wood finishes and coatings at Homewood involve the application
of a protective layer to the natural wood piece. By assessing the placement of
your furniture, as well as the final look and aesthetic of which you would like
to maintain, the right wood coating can be selected.
We make use of two types of woods coatings, namely: Danish Oil and Rystix.

DANISH OIL
Danish Oil darkens the wood, giving it a WET look.
Can be used in all areas with high through low to
zero protection, meaning it is the coating of choice
for outdoor use.
It contains UV filters, so it protects the wood from
rapid colour change in the long term.

RYSTIX
Rystix is a sealer, but does not nourish it. It contains
UV filters, so wood colour change occurs slowly but
at a natural rate depending on light and ray exposure
levels. The coating itself does not age or change
colour with time.
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, as well as in
undercover open areas.

08 O U T D O O R V S I N D O O R
Homewood furniture is custom made with you in mind. We’re talking handcrafted luxury that is built to last a
lifetime.

“Your home should tell the story of who you are, and be a collection of what you love.”
– Nate Berkus, Interior Designer.

Depending on the placement of your furniture, there are a few things we need to consider. For outdoor use,
there are techniques and coatings that must be applied to ensure the furniture is durable.
Our outdoor furniture is made to weather well. Each piece from our outdoor and patio range has been crafted
with durable solid wood such as Plantation Teak, Blackwood, and Camphor, providing the ultimate longevity.

GUARANTEES
(Depending on exposure to the elements)

Please note – Ts & Cs apply on the below. Maintenance and design are key to the guarantees given. Please
ensure you consult with one of our experts before you purchase.
Plantation Teak: We offer a 5-year guarantee on external furniture in the correct design in this wood.
River Red Gum: We offer a 5-year guarantee on external furniture in the correct design in this wood.
Camphor: We offer a 3-year guarantee on external furniture in the correct design in this wood.
Blackwood: We offer a 2-year guarantee on external furniture in the correct design in this wood.

09 C O N T A C T
We would love to bring your furniture dream to life, and
we will gladly take you through the process of selecting the
appropriate wood and finishes to ensure your furniture
lasts for as long as you want it to.
CONTACT A SHOWROOM NEAR YOU
Kramerville (JHB):
011 262 4268
Mbombela (MP):
010 493 4796
Piggly Wiggly (KZN):
033 940 0494
Umhlanga Ridge (KZN):
031 566 5322

https://www.facebook.com/homewood/

@homewoodsa

www.homewood.co.za

